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police are withdrawn at sundown and replaced by
Ghafira, or watchmen, armed with staves : an archaic
force, suggestive of bygone days, when no good citizen
was out of doors after nightfall. In the country dis-
tricts, security day and night is assured only through the
agency of Ghafirs. Egyptians have always accounted
it to be an intolerable hardship that foreigners under
the Capitulations escape payment of this local tax.
Especially was this feeling prevalent in the towns,
where numbers of Ghafirs are diverted nightly to
protect the European quarters at the expense of the
Egyptian, Dissatisfaction was the more aggravated
since no one complained more loudly and more publicly
of the inefficiency of the Ghafirs than the European
householder, who contributed nothing to their support.
In Cairo the total sum collected fell short of the
expenditure upon the force, and the State was com-
pelled to meet the deficiency from sources of national
revenue. People occupying privileged positions are
ill advised to insist too emphatically upon their legal
rights in matters of small importance, and it is a fact
that much of the irritation felt by Egyptians towards
the Capitulations has arisen from the flat refusal of
many members of the European community to con-
tribute towards the Ghafir tax. The tax itself is so
trifling that it is often a source of wonder how a self-
respecting European can be guilty of the meanness of
evading it. Of all measures under martial law, none
excited so universal respect among Egyptians for
Maxwell's sense of justice, as an Order which directed
that every inhabitant of Egypt, irrespective of nation-
ality, should bear his fair share of the burden of the
Ghafir Force, so long as the War lasted.1
Of greater importance to the fortunes of the Allied
cause than the solution of   domestic difficulties was
the issue at various dates of a series of proclamations
1 Proclamation dated 23rd September 1915.

